The Empress of The Night
What’s the meaning night and sleep?Doesn't
everybody want to stay up and do stuff all the
time of your life?Well you'd probably say you
don't know and this is a story of why so you
might want to get comfortable.So one average
morning I was sitting on my bed sketching on
my laptop eating some cereal as always,when
my mom came in and handed me a flier it said
in bold print drawing competition $2,000 prize
she said so what do you think Bre said mom
millions of people are probably signing up for
this already I don't have a chance.Oh come on
Bre you are amazing at drawing embrace it and
plus it”s two grand. I notest .Bre, ok i'll think
about it. Ok by .as Bre leaned back in her soft
blue comforter she thought “this could change
the whole year .meanwhile Meg the empress of
the night was preparing energy crystals with her
town citizens which are all women for the men
of planet jet befor the next sunrise or they will
have to move to earth and be normal . thinking

about that made Meg bundle even faster than
ever. She couldn't possibly get sent to earth on
her first year of being empress her mother
would be furious, so Meg ordered her top
menders to create power crystals twice as
fast.Because she was not going to give up. The
next sunrise the men came to Zen to pick up the
power crystals,and when they counted them
three were missing Jet declared war.Meg was
filled with anger Meg ordered the menders to
take day shift the menders were trembling with
w4fear for the light of the sun would weaken
then and they would have to quit their jobs.Meg
remembered a tale that her grandmother used to
tell her when she was little of a child destined to
save Zen,but it was just a myth but Meg was
desperate to save Zen so Meg paced up for
Earth and left. So Bre was unaware of Meg’s
arrival so she ate dinner and then went to her
bay window when suddenly she saw a shooting
star she went down stairs and raced out side she
followed the smoke when she got closer she
began to see a teenage girl Bre ran inside and

told her mom what she saw,so her mom called
the ambulance in the hospadle
They said she had a twisted ankle then they said
to take her home and take care of her like she
was my mom’s.So we took her home and set up
the bunk beds and set her up on the bottom
bunk,so three hours later Meg started to wake
up Bre was so excited she ran to the kitchen and
her mom,so her and her mom raced in the room
Meg was so confused she had no idea where she
was so she decided to ask “Como joke a mala”
um excuse me? Oh my bad were exactly am I?
In Memphis,Tennessee oh. So where are you
from? I'm from planet Zen I only remember
mercury,venus,earth,mars,jupiter,saturn,uranus,
neptune,and pluto oh yes that's in the milky way
I’m from the sapphire galaxy which has
Zen,Malis,Trendy,Jet and if you count the elf
planets then Blossom and Harmonie um don't
you mean dwarf planet no blossom and hamonie
um don’t you mean dwarf planet? No those
planets do not have dwarfs they have elfs.so
whose your leader? President brak obama I’m

afraid I have no record of him.I think you
should get some rest.ok. Meg wake up do you
want to go shoping? Oh yeay shoping! Um
whats shoping?its where you go to a store and
try cloths on and if you like them you buy them!
That sounds so fun .ok Meg get in the car um
were is it it’s right in frount of you ohhh ok.so
do you want to get cloths, makeup,or shoes
first? Whats makeup? It’s life powder that
makes your face colorful.ok then makeup.good
choice.let’s go in.ok.so whats your favoret
color? I think blue oh mines is ornge .do you
know what go’s good with blue gliter I acthuly
know what gliter is!good do you like gliter.who
dosent?um popaly nobody on the face of
the earth ok so two gliter eyeshadows one blue
and one oarnge ok now lipstik do you want red
or pink?um let go with red.I agree now maskara
what level of lenthk do you want mom says not
over three.um ok then two.me to know the last
thing is blush sinse evry thing is so bright and
all lets get a calm color ok so how about the

lightest pink we can find.ok lets get back in the
big moving thing nowe have to pay first ohh
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